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Although there are plenty of patterns for Christmas ornaments around, I wanted to write this
one down, as it felt very straight forward and easily adaptable. You will be knitting a basic sphere
shape, which can be customised with a variety of motives, and can be knitted in a variety of yarns.
You will need:
•
4 ply / fingering weight / sock yarn in small quantities. I only weighed the multi colour fair
isle balls, and they use about 8 gr each, so a simple, solid colour should be less. So this is obviously a great projects to use up left overs.
•
7 cm polystyrene ball. You could also use polyester toy stuffing to fill the ball, which will
make the knitting a lot easier, but be warned that you will probably not be able to create a perfectly rounded sphere that way. You could also use an existing Christmas bauble as the centre
form, just be aware that these can break occasionally.
•
2.5 mm circular knitting needles (or the size you need to get gauge), plus double pointed
needles in the same size. You could of course knit this completely on DPN’s, but I have not tried
this, so I could not say if this will work well once the ball is inside…
•

tapestry needle

Gauge:
If you are somewhere close to getting 32 sts / 42 rows per 10 cms (4 inches), you should be fine.
The fabric needs to stretch to take the shape of the ball, anyway, and with the relatively small
amount of knitting needed, a testball will take no longer than a gauge swatch.
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Basic ball shape:
The instructions can be divided into 3 parts: the Increase Part, the Plain part and the Decrease
part as follows:
Increase
CO 8 sts, distribute evenly onto your needles and close to a round.
Round 1: knit into the front and back of every stitch (16 sts)
Round 2 (and all following even rounds) : knit all sts
Round 3: K1, *M1, K2, repeat from * to last stitch, M1, K1 (24 sts)
Round 5: K1, *M1, K3, repeat from * to last 2 sts, M1, K2 (32 sts)
Round 7: K1, *M1, K4, repeat from * to last 3 sts, M1, K3 (40 sts)
Round 9: K1, *M1, K5, repeat from * to last 4 sts, M1, K4 (48 sts)
Round 11: K1, *M1, K6, repeat from * to last 5 sts, M1, K5 (56 sts)
Round 13: K1, *M1, K7, repeat from * to last 6 sts, M1, K6 (64 sts)
Plain
Rounds 14 – 26: knit 13 rounds plain
Decrease:
Round
will be
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round

27: knit 1 round plain. The reason this round is not part of the plain section is because it
distorted by the next round. This is important only for the patterned balls later.
28: K6, K2tog, repeat to end (56 sts)
29 ( and all following uneven rounds): knit all sts
30: K5, K2tog, repeat to end (48 sts)
32: K4, K2tog, repeat to end (40 sts)
34: K3, K2tog, repeat to end (32 sts)

Now at this point you will need to stuff the polystyrene ball inside, as it will not fit into the knitting
later. If you are using the toy stuffing, this will obviously still fit through a much smaller opening,
but it won’t hurt to put a good portion of the stuffing in now as well.
If you are using a solid form, the following rounds will have to be done with the form inside, which
is not very comfortable, but do-able. I find that it helps to pull the knitting upwards quite a bit,
and work the first 2 or 3 stitches on the needle really very tightly. The further up the ball you go,
the easier it gets.
Round 36: K2, K2tog, repeat to end (24 sts)
Round 38: K1, K2tog, repeat to end (16 sts)
Round 40: K2tog all around (8 sts)
Now, if you are using a glass ornament inside, or if you want to create a ball that will just lie
somewhere, being all decorative and so, then you ill want to end after the plain row 41, pull the
thread through the live stitches twice, and pull together to close the hole. At the bottom, thread
the tail end of the yarn into your needle, pull through the 8 cast on stitches and close the hole the
same as on the top. Voila – one ball.
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However, if you are using polystyrene, and you want to hang them somewhere, you may want to
make a little loop at the top, as I did on mine (see pictures).
Round 42: K2tog all around (4 sts)
Put these 4 sts onto one DPN and work an i-cord over 10 rows. Pull the thread through these 4
sts, pull close, and use the thread to sew the end of the i-cord to the base, taking care to fasten it
securely, and trying to create a pleasant shape.
Voila – one ball with a small hanger loop.

Patterned balls:
Stripes:
Well, just work stripes in whatever configuration you like. Two colour, multi colour – anything
goes.
Fairisle:
The plain band in the centre is 13 rows high and 64 sts wide, so any pattern with a repeat of 4,
8, 16 or 32 sts will work. See charts and pictures for examples. Again, you can use as many or as
few colours as you like. One final word of advise: It is very tempting to think that, because they
are closed ornaments, you will not need to sew in the yarn ends. But the fact is that the look of
the patterns will improve a lot if you sew the yarn end in just before you are stuffing the ball,
because this will give you a chance to even out loose stitches and slightly disguise the jog in the
pattern. Feel free to ignore that bit, but don’t say I didn’t warn you…
Also, if you are knitting a bit looser, or your yarn is a bit thinner, you may find that the white of
the polystyrene can show through, especially at the top. The easiest way to avoid this is to simply
paint the ball first. The colour does not need to be a perfect match, just vaguely in the right part
of the colour wheel.
Enjoy, and be warned that these can be very addictive !
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